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Introduction
Evolution of hearing dates back to some 250 million years ago
along with mammalian evolution. To understand the evolution of
hearing, one needs to understand the basic mammalian evolution
first. Beginning of mammal evolution first seen in Triassic period
about 230 million years ago, during which all land vertebrates
developed tympanic middle ear. Mammals with their various
characteristic traits, arose during the Triassic period some 250
million years ago and quickly gave rise to number of separate
lineages. From Triassic, evolved the jurrasic (200 million
years ago) followed by the cretaceous (100 million years ago).
Multituberculata (middle of lineages) formed the major group in
creataceous. Cenozoic evolved from cretaceous (50 million years
ago). Monotremes (egg laying mammals) forms the major group
here. The THERIANS (modern mammals that does not lay eggs)
split into marsupials and placentals during the cretaceous period
and are the dominant creatures today.
Hearing evolution follows the ear structures evolution which
started in the dryolestes (late jurrassic mammals) and continued to
its present state. In other words, dryolestes were the combination
for ancestral uncoiled cochlea and the neomorphic bony cochlear
from which marsupials and placentals ear structures evolved.
Earliest mammalian cochlea were only about 2mm long and
contained a lagena macula. In multituberculate and monotreme
mammalian lineages, the cochlea remained relatively short and did
not coil. In modern therians (placental and marsupial mammals),
cochlear coiling develops, first showing in late jurassic mammals
featuring 270-degree coiling and length of 3mm. High frequency
hearing with fully coiled cochlea seen first in Cretaceous.

Beginning of mammal evolution first seen in Triassic period about
230 million years ago, during which all land vertebrates developed
tympanic middle ear. Due to simultaneous changes in the jaw joint,
number of bones at the back of jaw joint were freed and established
a middle ear containing three ossicles. Multituberculates (middle
of lineages), a successful group of mammals had robust middle ear
bones and uncoiled short cochlea(2-6.5mm) with lagenar macula.
Monotremes (egg laying mammals) had uncoiled, relatively short
(4.4 to 7.6mm length) cochlea. Soft tissues do not fully conform to
shape of bony canal and coiled in opposite direction near the tip.
Middle ear is very stiff and hearing restricted to lower and middle
frequencies. Audiograms were V shaped, centered at 5 KHz or U
shape with rapid loss of sensitivity below 3 KHz and above 16 KHz.
Presence of lagenar macula at apical end of monotreme cochlear
canal correlate with its likely presence in multituberculate cochlea
at one end and with modern avian and reptilian cochleae at other
end.
Coiling of cochlea is for efficient innervations and blood supply.
Elongation of cochlea is related with increasing resolution of sound
frequency. Curved gradient of coiled cochlea focuses acoustic energy
towards apex (most sensitive for lower frequency). These new
changes are related with earliest diversification of metatherians and
eutherians in cretaceous leading to increase hearing in cenozoic and
living marsupids and placentals. First report of coiled cochlea was

seen in Dryolestes leiriensis (late Jurrasic mammal), 150-millionyear-old fossil in Cladotheria clade. Dryolestes are near relative to
modern marsupials and mammals. Detailed evolution of inner and
middle ear as well as auditory pathways are explained below.
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Evolution of Inner Ear Structures
The earliest mammalian cochlea were smooth bony walled
canals with no firm contact to soft tissue. In late jurrasic fossil
mammalian cochlea, bony canal became integrated into soft tissue.
Both primary and secondary laminae were present supporting the
inner and outer edges of basilar membrane and cochlear ganglion
was enclosed within the bony wall. Nerve fibres pass through the
clear openings in the bone to enter organ of corti. The development
of primary osseous spiral lamina probably resulted from coiling of
cochlear canal.

Thus during the Jurassic, the ancestors in therian mammal
lineage increase the length of their cochlea moderately, continued
the partial coil, integrate soft and bone tissues and reduce the
number of cells across the organs The eventual loss of lagena macula
from cochlear apex at some time during the cretaceous enabled
therian mammals to reduce calcium concentration in cochlear
endolymph to micromolar levels leading to evolution of tectorial
membrane (which was highly sensitive to ionic environment),
mechanosensory channels of hair cells and perhaps the properties
of Prestins. The evolution of acetylcholine receptor systems that
controls the outer hair cells afferent feedback correlates with
evolution of prestins in therians. Prestins gradually evolved into
more effective components of motor system specialized for effects
in a useful range of cell potentials.
The earliest land vertebrates had an auditory papilla that
rested on solid tissue and had an otolith covering. In amphibians,
the otolithic membrane was replaced by tectorial covering free
of otoliths. In all the following lineages, freely suspended basilar
membrane originated. In other lineages, the basilar membrane
showed partial tuning, with only moderate frequency selectivity.
Only in Therian lineage did a bony support system originate
for basilar membrane which was later accompanied by sharp
frequency selectivity of oscillations of basilar membrane /organ of
corti complex.

First report of coiled cochlea was seen in Dryolestes leiriensis
(late Jurrasic mammal), 150-million-year-old fossil in Cladotheria
clade. Dryolestes are near relative to modern marsupials and
mammals. Cochlea is 3.3mm long and 270 degree coiled. Bony
interior structure was the newer development seen different from
the primitives ones. CT scans showed the presence of curved track
of fine cochlear foramina with each foramina being a separate
entrance of individual fascicle of cochlear nerve (Foramina
forms sieve like cribriform plate in internal acoustic meatus in
marsupials).

In Dryolestes, primary bony lamina and its associate ganglion
canal extend along basal half turn (180 degree) of cochlear
canal but not reaching apical quarter cochlear turn whereas in
marsupials and placentals, the primary bony canal reach to apex of
entire coiled cochlea. The more primitive cochlea was a simple tube,
straight or slightly curved, with a single large opening for cochlear
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nerve in internal acoustic meatus, without any interior bony
structures for cochlear innervations. Difference with Monotremes
was the presence of bony cochlear ganglion canal and primary
bony lamina for nerve fibres in Dryolestes. Similarity being the
presence of cochlear nerve foramina of sieve-like cribriform plate.
Hence Dryolestes were the combination for ancestral and uncoiled
cochlear canal and the neomorphic bony feature of cochlear
innervations, from which the more derived and sophisticated ear
structures of marsupials and placentals developed.

STRIP 2 (Striatin interacting protein 2) plays a functional role
in the first synapse between inner hair cells and nerve fibres.
When at the cochlear sensory epithelium, they found a significant
reduction in auditory nerve synapses. STRIP 2 underwent strong
positive selection in mammalian lineage and played important role
in inner ear physiology. Extensive evolutionary remodeling that this
gene underwent in mammalian linage provided an adaptive value.
Genes responsible for changes were Neurogenin-1 (Ngn 1) for the
progenitor determination of ganglion neurons, Neuro D(neurod1)
for forming and maintaining the ganglion neurons, brain derived

neurotrophic factors (BDNF) and neurotrophin 3 (NT3) for
supporting the ganglionic innervations to hair cells. According to
phylogeny, formation of cochlear ganglion by co-option of such
genes and genes for related epithelio mesenchyme interaction,
had occurred first in evolution in Cladotherian clade in the middle
Jurrassic.

Changes in Middle Ear

Early vertebrates had an otic structure, indicating the presence
of stapes in the matrix of posterior underside of skull. Stapes forms
the only link between palate and otic region of brain case. Palate
was potentially mobile and was involved with buccal ventilation.
When the palate bone was released from this role by development
of alternative mechanisms, stapes could specialize as purely
auditory ossicle. Further adaptations for eating, including versatile
jaw movements and more precise dental occlusion, have been
interpreted as directly setting the stage for mammalian adaptation
of posterior of posterior jaw bones for hearing. Over millions
of years, bones with integral part of jaw support system in early
reptiles, lost their eating function as reptilian jaw foreshortened
with new articulation leading to reduction in size and form the
three bone ossicular chain common in modern mammalian middle
ear.
Early mammal tympanic middle ear was restricted to poor
sensitivity and to low frequency, derived by presence of very short
papillae, the stapes size, bony component connecting quadrate
to inner ear and connection of middle ear to lower jaw. Malleus
remained attached to lower jaw. In early mammal Morganucodon,
the middle ear had function in jaw support and was not sufficiently
evolved to be termed as transitional middle ear. For the first half
of evolutionary history, mammals did not hear high frequencies.
In Monotremes and multituberculates, upper limit remained
below 20KHz and gradual increase in upper limit of hearing to
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20KHz. After full coiling of cochlea achieved, middle ear evolved
to freely suspended form of therians and Prestins evolution was a
significant leap forward, high frequency hearing evolved and today
represented in therian cochlea with length between 7 mm(mouse)
and >50 mm(blue whales).

Auditory Pathway Changes

Humans had the smallest auditory system per brain size, owing
to large brain size compared to auditory system. This small ratio
was secondary result of expansion of other, non-auditory parts of
brain with expanded occipital and temporal lobes. Medial olivary
nucleus, part of superior olivary complex is relatively large in
humans than in cats and other mammals, due to potential, based
on large head size, for localization of sound by inter aural analysis
of low frequencies. In contrast, greatest development of lateral
olivary nucleus occurs in echolating mammals, bats and porpoises
but remains smaller in primates, monkeys and apes owing to be
related to limited range of audible frequencies, particularly in
higher ranges. In echolating animals, large size of nucleus serves
as hearing range extending over 100 KHz. The reduction in humans
correlates with high frequency limit at approximately 18KHz.

Small cell cap of the cochlear complex in comparison to all
other nuclei, showed pronounced reduction in humans as an
implication of less diversity and complexity in auditory processing
at subcollicular levelin human brain. These reductions viewed
as biological adaptation of auditory system. Earliest mammals
exploited nocturnal niches, which were relatively free of large,
diuran reptiles and therefore, hearing and smell were more useful
at night than vision. This lead to development other adaptation of
homoiothermy (constant internal body temperature) for better heat
retention at night, with superficial insulation which required a high
sustained activity level, accompanied by stable metabolism rate.
This in turn required regular efficient ingestion of food leading to
continous changes in dental and jaw morphology and articulation,
further leading to changes in middle and inner ear.

Human Hearing Evolution

Five parameters of hearing-high frequency cutoff, low
frequency sensitivity, lowest threshold, best frequency and total
area of audible field were compared and studied.

High frequency hearing

Range of high frequency hearing extends from a low near 18
KHz for man to about 120 KHz for dolphin and bat. The striking
difference in upper limits of frequency is due to presence of
ossicular linkage in middle ear of mammals. Amphibians, reptiles
and birds have only single functional bone in middle ear for sound
conduction from tympanic membrane to cochlea (columella
or stapes) and three bones in lower jaw (dentary, angular and
articular) whereas mammals have three bones in middle ear and
one in lower jaw(dentary). Ossicular linkage acts as simple lever
providing mechanical transformation that matches impedance of
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air to cochlear fluid impedance. Since high frequency vibrations
require this matching of impedance, hence evolution of middle ear
ossicles was detrimental for radical difference in upper limit of
hearing between mammals and non-mammals.

Selective pressure for accurate sound localizations have been
the driving force behind the final stage in evolution of mammalian
variety of middle ear. In man evolution, from the early Eocene
onward, progressively wider set ears released man’s ancestors
from selective pressure for high frequency hearing resulting in
regression of upper limit. Mammals that have small binaural time
disparities, either because of close set ears or marine environment,
increase their accuracy in localizing sound source by maximizing
the availability of binaural spectra disparities which in turn is
through sensitivity to high frequency. High frequency hearing
is a result of selective pressure for accurate and instantaneous
localization of source of brief sounds.

Low frequency sensitivity
1.

It is not a primitive mammalian character.

2.
Animals in man’s line of descent showed marked
improvement in low frequency hearing.
3.
Increase in low frequency sensitivity, though almost linera
across the phyletic sequence, was probably not steady in time.

4.
Low frequency hearing improved slowly until the
Paleocene, then quickly through the Eocene- then remained
unchanged till present.

Lowest threshold

1.
Large differences in general sensitivity among animals
occur between levels at lowest stages (i.e. opossum-hedgehogtree shrew levels phyletically; cretaceous to Paleocene,
historically). This difference might be related to rigidity
of tympanic suspension. The ring of bone (ectotympanic)
that supports eardrum is incomplete in opossum and more
complete in tree shrew. This progressive encirclement of
tympanum is accompanied by development of sturdy auditory
bulla. Lack of this rigid support for tympanic membrane in
primitive mammals results in loss of energy during first link in
transmission of air movements to cochlear fluids and resultant
insensitivity.
2.
Frequency of lowest threshold has declined in man’s
lineage- the greatest drop probably occurring during the
Eocene.

Best frequency

1.
High frequency hearing is related to direct effect of
selective pressure for accurate sound localization. Animals
with a high best frequency always have a high upper limit of
hearing, and animals with high upper limit usually have a high
best frequency.
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2.
The uniquely mammalian capacity for high frequency
hearing is probably the result of selective pressure for sound
localization.

Area of audible field

1.
Average audible field of mammals is larger than birds
and reptiles owing to mammalian capacity for high frequency
hearing.

2.
Man’s ancestors gradually attained more extensive
audible fields by increasing their sensitivity to low frequency
until the focene. Since that time the audible field has slightly
regressed due to loss of high frequency hearing.

3.
The total area of audible field increased until the Eocene
and has decreased since then. The increase at early stages was
due to increase in low frequency sensitivity while the high
frequency remains unchanged. The decrease at later stages was
due to loss of high frequency sensitivity while low frequency
sensitivity remained unchanged.

The Lineage of Modern Amniotes and their
Characteristic Hearing Organ Morphologies

Four basic types of amniote ear refer to mammalian, avian,
lizards and turtle. Except for turtles all groups developed sensitivity
to high frequencies.

Turtles have the least specialized hearing organ, resembling
early stem reptiles. Hair cells are unspecialized, innervated by both
afferent and efferent nerve fibres and respond to low frequencies.
The stereovillar bundles of all hair cells are uniformly oriented
with weak morphological gradients. The ion channel compliment
of hair cell membranes create electrical resonances at preferred
frequencies. The basilar papilla was the first hair cell organ to
form over a moveable membrane (basilar membrane, BM). BM
shows no special frequency selectivity in turtles and lizards. Lizard
auditory epithelia varies from <100 micrometers to >2mm and in
number of hair cells from <60 to >2000. Hair cells may be covered
by a continuous tectorial membrane (TM), by a TM that is divided
into chain of sallets, or have no TM at all. Lizard papillae show two
hair cell types. One papillar area contain hair cells with greater
basal diameter, large numbers and larger afferent nerve fibres and
an efferent innervations. All have same (abneural) orientation.
Functionally, these cells respond to low frequencies (below about 1
KHz). The second type is smaller in size, smaller and fewer afferents,
and complete lack of an efferent innervations. All have groups of
neurally and abneurally oriented hair cell bundles (bidirectional
orientation). Cells respond to frequency above 1 KHz, with an
upper limit of 4KHz and micromechanically tuned. Evolution of
tympanic middle ear initiated the development of high frequency
hair cell areas of stem lizards.
Birds and mammals: Both have specialized hair cell populations
located across the width of papilla, essentially at all frequency
locations and within a continuous tonotopic organization. Both
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groups have independently-developed responses to high frequency,
in some birds upto 10KHz, in some mammals even beyond 100
KHz. Papillar elongation was generally more extensive than
the maximum of 2mm in lizards. Owl papillae reach 11mm and
whale papillae 105mm. the coiled cochlea, which evolved after
divergence of marsupial placental line in late Mesozoic, was a
mechanism of accommodating a long papilla. In mammals, basilar
membrane frequency selectivity is identical to that of inner hair
cells and afferent fibres. Response is feature of entire organ, and
no component is separable without reducing sensitivity and
selectivity. This linking is not well developed in birds because the
hair cells that connect to most of the afferent fibers are not over free
BM, but over the limbus.

To summarise, it can be said that most important changes in
cochlear mechanisms during phylogeny were initiated by changes
in middle ear. This led to predominance on micromechanical tuning,
a profound elongation of papilla, and the specialization of hair cells
to generate a division of labor in birds and mammals.

Conclusion

Evolution of hearing started 250 million years ago along with
mammalian evolution and continued during the human evolution.
Inner ear structures as well as middle ear structures continued
to evolve to its present state in humans and other vertebrates.
Simultaneously hearing also evolved correlating with the changes
in ear structures. Thus, three parallel series of development over
150 million years ago led to high frequency hearing only in most
modern therian cochleae:
1.
The initially stiff middle ear gradually became lighter and
more freely suspended.

2.
The initially very short cochlea was gradually elongated
and the soft tissues incorporated bony support elements of
basilar membrane and thus better matched the middle ear
impedance. The cochlea coiled and eliminated the lagena
macula.
3.
Prestins gradually evolved into more effective motor
system components specialized for effects in a useful range
of cell potentials with further specialization in late evolving
echolating species.
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